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Abstract—Pediatric intensive care unit (PICU) physicians need better decision support tools for finding and exploring similar patients to a given patient-of-interest. Recently, unsupervised machine learning methods have been shown to be effective at generating similarity scores between patients based on temporal physiological data. In this paper, we present Sim•TwentyFive, an interactive visualization decision support tool for the exploration of physiologically-similar patients that is based on these novel computational methods. Our system is highly flexible, responsive, intuitive and effectively reduces the cognitive burden of querying and investigating similar patients.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Pediatric intensive care unit (PICU) physicians frequently characterize temporal physiological patterns of critically ill infants and children to inform urgent and crucial treatment decisions. A given physician's characterization of a current patient-of-interest's disease phenotype is largely predicated on the physician's prior experiences treating similar patients.

While electronic medical records (EMRs) are rich resources of patient data, there are no tools available for retrieving and exploring data of physiologically-similar patients, as to complement to a physician's real-world experience and prior knowledge. Currently, such querying and exploration is done using heuristic and manual searches that are based only on categorical variables.

Recently, Kale et al. at the Virtual Pediatric Intensive Care Unit at Children's Hospital Los Angeles (CHLA) have developed an unsupervised clustering model that is able to generate similarity scores between patients based only on their associated physiological time series data.1 Thus, there is a need for an interactive visualization system that will translate this model into actionable clinical knowledge.

The visualization of high-density, high-dimensional continuous and categorical data of many patients simultaneously is a significant challenge. EMR data is often sparse, noisy and incomplete. However, decision support tools that utilize effective visualizations of temporal patient data have shown to increase clinical efficacy compared to many poorly-design native EMR tools.3,4,5 In particular, clinical visualization systems with parsimonious feature sets and efficient interaction techniques have been shown to save time and prevent medical errors.6,7,8 For instance, Duke et al. demonstrated that a temporal patient data visualization speeds the time it takes to review a patient's chart for adverse drug events by 60%.9

Here, we present Sim•TwentyFive, an interactive visualization system for PICU decision support, physician education and treatment planning. Physicians use Sim•TwentyFive to query any particular patient episode and to explore, analyze and compare similar past patient episodes using a comprehensive set of interaction techniques.

2 RELATED WORK

Several previous studies have focused on visualizing temporal patient data in electronic medical records,10 as well as their role in optimizing human-computer interaction within natural physician workflows.11,12,13 Tufte and Power advocated displaying lab values in small multiples with indications of normal ranges along distorted time scales.14,15 Consumer-driven personal health record systems such as Google Health and PatientsLikeMe16 have employed simple Cartesian coordinate line graphs. Other tools have utilized methods ranging from parallel coordinates17 to three-dimensional parallel bar charts18, and have employed a myriad of interaction techniques for time exploration, typified by the Midgaard project.19 Like the project presented in this study, some past visualizations have focused solely on web-based implementations.20

Less research has been conducted on visualizing patient similarity between multiple patient records for decision support. Most patient similarity visualization systems leverage only categorical variables in lifeline-style displays, such as LifeLines21 and LifeLines2,22 which align, rank and filter patient episodes based on discrete events; Similan,23 which is strictly EMR-agnostic; and Amalga,24 which focuses on query specification. Like the project we present here, some research has been focused on visualizing patient similarity in web framework. Other less traditional models have used semantic/ontology technologies to automatically incorporate expert domain knowledge or structure patient data for processing, such as SweetINFO26. AALIM27 is the only patient similarity visualization project to base patient similarity on non-categorical patient attributes, as the system leverages multi-modality data, including radiology images and EKG readings.

3 METHODS

3.1 Data Set

In the past, patient similarity has often been determined by highly-abstracted, individual level indices, such as APACHE scores28 or information theoretic scoring models29; difficult-to-interpret dimensionality reduction techniques, such as principal components analysis; or oversimplified and institution-dependent measures based on billing codes such as the morbidity dissimilarity index30 (i.e., Mahalanobis distance rescaled to be independent of sample size). For this study, we use a novel similarity scoring scheme derived from unsupervised machine learning methods and physiological time series data.
Table 1. The thirteen physiological variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SpO2</td>
<td>Pulse oximetric saturation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Heart rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>Respiratory rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sBP</td>
<td>Systolic blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dBP</td>
<td>Diastolic blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EtCO2</td>
<td>End-tidal carbon dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCGS</td>
<td>Total Glasgow coma score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Peripheral capillary refill rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UO</td>
<td>Urine output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FiO2</td>
<td>Fraction inspired oxygen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gluc</td>
<td>Glucose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>pH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kale et al. at Children's Hospital Los Angeles applied probabilistic clustering (a Gaussian mixture model), bolstered by a maximum a posteriori expectation maximization (MAP EM) algorithm (to handle missing values), to a data set of 10,598 PICU patient episodes. Each episode included 13 physiologic variables recorded over the first 24 hours of a patient's stay in the PICU. The time series physiological data was discretized by hour (i.e., the mean of all values for a given measure during that hour). Thus, there were 312 physiologic time series "attributes" per patient. The data set was collected over a ten-year period. Similarity scores were generated by averaging the similarity between each pair of patient episodes for each of 100 separately-trained clustering models (each employing five-fold validation using identical initial data), as determined by inter-cluster cosine similarity (i.e. the dot product of the cluster membership vectors). This resulted in pairwise similarity measures for each patient pair that ranged from 0 (completely dissimilar) to 1 (identical cluster membership).

3.2 Design Process

We employed a rapid prototyping, spiral-model design process, which was heavily-informed by formative evaluations from PICU physicians and other visualization researchers, Diana MacLean, who had shadowed PICU physicians at CHLA, the SweeInFO project group in the Stanford Center for Biomedical Informatics Research, as well as Stanford CS448B: Data Visualization students.

We prioritized flexibility, consistency, responsiveness and visual parsimony in our fundamental design. To support flexible discovery and exploration, we included interaction techniques based on their perceived ability in facilitating rapid cycles of hypothesis generation and visual querying. In addition, we attempted to mitigate introducing biases by providing a comprehensive suite of controls for data/object and view/scale manipulation, which were informed by Shneiderman's data type-task taxonomy. To support consistency, the y-axis ranges for each physiologic variable were reset to the default ranges upon loading a patient and color encodings were kept congruent across multiple objects (e.g. the circle and lines of a selected patient) and controls (e.g. the toggle and sort buttons). We ensured responsiveness by implementing the aforementioned cached-result AJAX query scheme and by setting a heuristic display limit of 25 patients, which appeared to be an upper limit for guaranteeing smooth D3 animations, as well as producing a gestalt visual clarity. Visual parsimony was ensured through well-principled minimalistic design patterns, informed by Tufte and others.

3.3 Implementation

The data set provided by CHLA includes a 10,598 x 10,598 pairwise similarity score matrix, as well as the specific data for each 24-hour episode. Each episode contains essential demographic, outcome (i.e., mortality) and high-level diagnosis information, as well as time series data for the aforementioned 13 physiologic measures [table 1]. The data was de-identified, stripped of all protected health information (PHI) and was authorized for our use by a standard CHLA data use agreement.

We parsed the data into JSON files using R for integration with D3. The physiological data was incomplete and sparse, thus, we interpolated values, but did not extrapolate to ensure visually-robust and accurate line graphs. We then extracted the physiological for the 25 most similar patients (as determined by the similarity matrix) to each patient and cached each of these physiologic arrays of time series vectors in separate JSON files. Categorical variables such as diagnoses, outcomes and height were selected, decoded, reworded, concatenated for each patient (e.g., two verbose discharge classification scales were combined and simplified to factors of "died", "improved" and "unchanged") and parsed into a single JSON file. The lists of the top 25 most similar patient episodes for each episode were also parsed for lookup purposes. We then calculated the global (i.e. all 10,598 patients) mean plus/minus a single standard deviation (i.e. one z-value) for each physiological variable and parsed the results into a single JSON file. This pre-processing resulted in a database consisting of over 900 megabytes of JSON files.

The frontend of the visualization was implemented using Data-Driven Documents (D3), which is an SVG-manipulation framework, jQuery and traditional Javascript. The system is hosted on Stanford University's common gateway interface service.

When a query is run for any episode ID, the system returns the 25 most similar patient episodes to that patient episode by, first, issuing a AJAX query scheme and by setting a heuristic display limit of 25 patients, which appeared to be an upper limit for guaranteeing smooth D3 animations, as well as producing a gestalt visual clarity. Visual parsimony was ensured through well-principled minimalistic design patterns, informed by Tufte and others.
an AJAX request to retrieve the associated cached physiological time-series data subset and, second, by applying lookups to the categorical variable JSON.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Design Overview

The full SimTwentyFive visualization is contained within a single page. It is partitioned into three essential components: a details-on-demand section for direct one-to-one patient discrete attribute comparisons, an animated Cartesian coordinate plot for visualizing similarity and facilitating sorting and selection, and a collection of 13 small multiple line graphs for displaying time series physiological data.

When a user initially loads the web page, the graphics are completely obscured until all data is available and a textual indication that patient data is being retrieved is displayed. Similarly, when a query is run, a loading indication is displayed next to the input search box.

A user runs a query by typing in the episode ID of any patient-of-interest (i.e., any number 1-10,596) and pressing the query button or pressing enter on the keyboard. The system returns the query patient as well as the 25 most similar patients to that query patient, along with all corresponding attributes and time series physiological data.

The color encodings for the entire system are consistent between each subsection. In particular, color is used to encode the data as follows: yellow encodes the query patient and their associated attributes, black encodes unselected similar patients to the query patient and their associated attributes, white encodes non-query patients that have been selected by the user and clickable text, green encodes the most recently selected patient and is also used to reinforce and draw attention to selection actions by the user, red encodes toggle controls that are unselected, light grey encodes toggle controls that are selected and non-clickable text, blue encodes controls that map to a single functional execution command (such as clearing selections), and purple encodes population aggregates.

All subsections are linked. For instance, by selecting an individual patient's time physiological time series lines in any of the small multiple line graphs, the system automatically selects all 13 of their time series lines, as well as highlighting their associated circle in the similarity plot and displaying their essential attributes in the details-on-demand table.

The details-on-demand table always displays the query patient in the middle column. If no patient has been selected, the Selected Patient column remains empty, but the header remains and the width stays fixed. When a patient is selected, their details are displayed in the rightmost column. Likewise, when a patient is deselected, their details are removed.

The Cartesian coordinate similarity plot encodes the query patient and the 25 most similar patients to the query patient as circles. Each circle has reduced opacity and a soft, transparent edge to mitigate object occlusion effects that may occur in some instances. A circle's position along the x-axis encodes similarity to the query patient; that is, the rightmost black circle represents the most similar patient to the current query patient and so forth. The similarity axis can be set along three different scales: the default relative scaling positions the least similar and most similar of the 25 most similar patients at the leftmost and rightmost of the x-axis, respectively, to optimize data spread but still convey relative differences in similarity scores; rank-ordered scaling positions each similar patient by pure rank at equidistant intervals to optimize data spread and avoid occlusion; absolute scaling sets each patient on a scale from 0 to 1 to provide a gestalt sense of the overall similarity of the top 25 most similar patient group to the query patient and provide a consistent scale between query results. When the data for a patient is initially loaded a textual header explicitly indicates that the black circles are the top-25 most similar patients and the y-axis is set as null and unlabeled (i.e., a purely one dimensional plot) to orient to the user. The query patient is always positioned at the rightmost edge of the plot. This serves as a natural and consistent marking for gauging similarity and also as an easily-referenced, explicit mark of the current query patient attribute, as the yellow circle sits slightly off the edge of the x-axis gridlines and directly next to the y-axis labels. The y-axis can be transformed by the user to encode nominal classifications (i.e., race, gender, diagnosis category and discharge) or continuous attributes (i.e., weight and height) by vertical position. All similarity scaling and y-axis view transformations are smoothly animated and instantaneously responsive, which is critical for supporting visual and cognitive consistency.

When a new query is run, the user-specified similarity scaling is left unchanged and the y-axis is reset to null.

Each of the small multiples visualize time-series physiological variables for each patient's initial 24-hours in the PICU using traditional line charts. Each chart is titled with the physiological measure and the associated units (some measures, such as the Total Glasgow Coma Score (TGCS) have no natural units). The query

![Fig 2. The patient similarity plot.](image)

![Fig 3. The details-on-demand table.](image)

![Fig 4. Two of the thirteen physiological time series charts.](image)
patient's hourly-discretized time series is encoded in yellow and each of the 25-most-similar patients are encoded in partially-transparent black. The initial view is set such that each line graph is scaled by the legal values (i.e., the limits in the relevant clinical practice guidelines) of a given variable along the y-axis (consistently given to no more than two decimal places). A user may choose to optimize the aspect ratios (i.e. optimally scale the y-axis) of each line chart, subsequent to the initial load. Time, in hours, is represented along each x-axis. The overlapping transparent black lines facilitate perception of both a gestalt aggregate, as well as a collection of disparate patient objects. As patient elements are selected, their physiological trend lines change to green (most recently selected) or white and their opacity is increased. In addition, aggregate polygons that representing the entire population mean ± one standard deviation may be optionally superimposed beneath the patient data lines for each measure. No key or legend is provided as the intended audience consists of professional health providers who are familiar with all chart title abbreviations and units.

The control buttons are clearly marked in bright red and blue. The user is encouraged to click the buttons by transforming the user's mouse cursor into a selection pointer when the cursor hovers over a clickable-element. In addition, when the mouse cursor hovers over clickable text (i.e., y-axis attribute labels and line chart titles), the text turns green. Upon clicking, opacity and color transitions indicate function and whether the toggle button is on or off. For instance, when the query button is clicked, it briefly turns yellow to imply a query-patient operation; when the clear or help buttons are clicked, they flash a more saturated blue, but immediately return to their previous state to indicate availability for a subsequent execution; when the toggle buttons are on, they display a distinct, constant color-palette switch until switched off; and when the chart titles are clicked to rescale the y-axis, the y-axis units flash green to call attention to the imposed shift.

### 4.2 Interaction Techniques

The following interaction techniques are supported by SimTwentyFive:

- Patients may be sorted by categorical attributes: gender, race, diagnosis, discharge summary (i.e., survival or improvement); or continuous attributes: weight and age; by y-position in the similarity plot by clicking the corresponding sort button.
- Individual patients may be selected by clicking on any associated circle or line (i.e., linked patient visual objects). The associated visual objects belonging to most recently-selected patient become opaque green, the patient's attributes are displayed in the details-on-demand table and any previously-selected patients become white. These selections remain constant between view changes, such as axis-scaling and transformations.
- Individual patients may be deselected by clicking on them once (if it was the most-recently-selected patient) or twice (i.e., once to select, once to deselect).
- Groups of patients may be selected by clicking on any currently-displayed y-axis category label (e.g. "Male"). In the case of age and weight, patients within ±10 units of the clicked value are selected.
- Aspect ratios may be optimized individually by clicking on a chart title, or collectively by clicking on the "optimize" toggle button. Optimization is defined heuristically by scaling the y-axis to the currently-displayed maximum and minimum values for the given physiological variable.
- Optimized aspect ratios may be returned to the default scale by clicking the chart title or by turning the "optimize" toggle button off.
- Global aggregates, that is, the means ± one standard deviation for the entire population of 10,598 patients for each physiological measure may be toggled on or off (collectively) by clicking the "global" button.
- Selections can be cleared completely by clicking the "C" button and instructions are displayed by clicking the "?” button.

### 4.3 Evaluation

We evaluated our success in designing and engineering SimTwentyFive to be a flexible, responsive and clinically-useful tool through timing and animation tests across multiple platforms, as well as anonymous open-ended summative assessments from PICU physicians.

The visualization was tested across three platforms, ranging from a low-performance 2007 Thinkpad to a high-performance 2011 desktop Mac, and four browsers: Chrome, Firefox, Safari and Internet Explorer. The results for our subjective characterizations of animation frame rates are shown in table, below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Graphics load fully</th>
<th>Animation frame rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007 T60 Thinkpad (2 Ghz, 2 GB RAM)</td>
<td>Google Chrome 15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mozilla Firefox 8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS Internet Explorer 9</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 iPad</td>
<td>Safari iOS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011 Mac (2.5 Ghz, 8 GB RAM)</td>
<td>Google Chrome 15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mozilla Firefox 8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Safari 5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. A summary of platform/browser testing.
Page load, reload and query timing tests (ten trials each) were run on the aforementioned 2007 Thinkpad on a standard Stanford University wireless internet connection to measure computational efficiency and responsiveness. Page loads are defined as loading the visualization with a clear browser cache in a new application instance, reloads are defined as loading the visualization in a new tab instance without clearing the cache, and queries are defined as entering a random valid patient episode ID. The results are shown in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>μ (s)</th>
<th>σ (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial page load</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page reload</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Timing test results.

The summative assessment of the system included a Skype demo and feedback session with CHLA physicians, as well as an anonymous online survey. The survey was conducted using SurveyMonkey and was emailed to CHLA and Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital PICU physicians along with a link to the tool and no additional directions. Six PICU physicians responded to the survey and the results are shown, below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information is presented in a clear and logical manner.</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The interface is intuitive and easy to use.</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In my experience, SimTwentyFive is better than current EMR patient data visualizations.</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimTwentyFive will be useful for learning about a given query patient from similar patients.</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimTwentyFive will be useful for physician education and treatment planning.</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. The summative evaluation results.

5 Discussion

SimTwentyFive presents a strong proof-of-concept for rapidly translating novel computational methods into a web-based interactive visualization system to support clinical decision making. SimTwentyFive is the first interactive tool to visualize patient similarity, as determined solely by time-series physiological data. SimTwentyFive presents high-dimensional time series clinical data through a principled visualization design and provides well-integrated interaction techniques to facilitate effective clinical exploration, education and planning.

Our system greatly reduces the cost structure of the task of exploring physiologically-similar patients. By providing automatic retrieval of patients based on previously-computed similarity scores, our system reduces search times associated with manual or categorical-variable-based searches. By including sort and selection manipulation techniques that may be used in innumerable combinations, we enable efficient exploration and searching. By allowing for aspect ratios to be optimized, we enhance patterns without sacrificing consistency. By providing integrated views with clear and consistent visual encodings and robust linking and brushing, global aggregates, we enable perceptual interference.

Our results from timing tests indicate that our AJAX/JSON query framework is highly efficient. However, our frontend has widely-varying performance and Google Chrome is clearly the preferred browser. The CHLA staff members have indicated that this should not be a significant problem going forward, but we may want to implement a lighter-weight (less animation) version in the final release. This is especially pertinent if other form factors such as tablet PCs and mobile smart phones are used by the PICU physicians.

The physician evaluations show that the essential visualization design and interface is robust, flexible and intuitive; however, the use-cases for the tool may need to be more clearly defined in moving forward with a final release, such as diagnosis-specific views. We will still focus on providing a wide range of tools and view manipulations, as to not unintentionally introduce biases.

By providing open-ended, exploration-focused, data manipulation mechanisms, the system mitigates introducing biases to the user's findings and conclusions.

Overall, the user comments in the survey and feedback session lauded the system. The criticisms we received were nearly all calls for additional features. We paraphrase some physician suggestions for improvements, below:

- Order nominal variables on the y-axis by frequency of inclusion in the current patient subset.
- Arrange the physiological variables in a more traditional or clinically-informed layout and allow users to drag, drop and hide the physiological charts to build a custom arrangement.
- Add events such as "surgery", "CPR" to the temporal charts.
- Add the ability to zoom in a particular graph.
- Add an explicit definition of the similarity scoring procedure.

6 Future work

The current heuristic limit of displaying 25 similar patients was chosen to ensure smooth frontend responsiveness in low-performance platforms, to allow for search results to be fully cached and to adhere to a design principle of visual parsimony, as to avoid cognitive overload. However, this limitation will need to be removed in future implementations.

Similarly, while the AJAX/JSON query model is highly-efficient, it is not scalable and does not allow for customized queries of patient subsets. In the future, we will need to build a fully-robust normalized relational database backend and support multi-constraint queries.

SimTwentyFive relies on the fidelity and quality of the similarity scoring model. Currently, this model is still being refined, however, our tool allows researchers to explore and evaluate their model's results. In addition, we hope to provide a real time similarity scoring function such that previous similar patients to a newly-admitted PICU patient with less than 24 hours of physiological readings may be dynamically retrieved. Ideally, such a dynamic scoring system with be able to generate similarity scores per a user's preferences, such as scoring patients based on a subset of physiological measures.

Another limitation of the system is the inability to display (and sort/select/query) on detailed protected health information, such as
highly-specific diagnoses. If the final implementation is deployed on a secure, private server within CHLA, we should be able to incorporate this information.

Currently, normal ranges and abnormalities for physiological readings are not indicated. This is for two reasons. First, these normal ranges are not defined in the clinical literature/guidelines for many of the measures. Second, normal ranges in pediatric care are largely dependent on age, gender, height and weight, thus, when displaying heterogeneous patient data, it is challenging to clarify to a user which normal ranges are shown. Currently, we have used a global aggregate as a proxy for this. In the future, we hope to add options to superimpose additional aggregates of patient population subsets, as defined by various combinations of age, gender, etc.

Per our physician feedback, we hope to add greater flexibility in manipulating the physiological time series charts, such as custom arrangements and zoom, as well as creating a more clinically-meaningful and logical layout.

Our color scheme is complex and distinct; however, we may need to provide alternate color schemes, such as a traditional black on white scheme. The design of these schemes will largely be determined by the environmental lighting and the type of devices the visualization will be viewed on within the PICU (e.g., a high-gloss tablet viewed under fluorescent lighting). This would be fairly simple to implement via a swap of CSS stylesheets, once an onsite study has been conducted.

We may also implement a social WebSocket-based feature, in which multiple physicians may view and manipulate the same data, cooperatively, from disparate locations. Such a feature may also employ annotations capabilities, such as those pioneered by the sense.us project.

Ultimately, we will need to prove clinical efficacy as defined by improved pediatric patient health outcomes. For this end, we will need to perform a carefully-constructed, long term case study in close collaboration with domain experts.
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